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Electroconvection in nematic liquid crystals exhibits a Hopf bifurcation to traveling rolls for a w
parameter range. The model normally used to describe electroconvection fails to predict this. A
theoretical extension, the weak-electrolyte model, incorporates the dissociation-recombination re
of the ionic dopant in the sample and does predict a Hopf bifurcation for a range of parameter v
We present a quantitative experimental test of this theory using the nematic liquid crystal I52. Mea
Hopf frequencies at the onset of convection agree well with the theory.
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Electroconvection (EC) in nematic liquid crysta
(NLC) is a paradigm for pattern formation in anisotrop
systems [1–4]. An EC cell consists of a NLC doped w
ionic impurities and confined between glass plates wh
are coated with transparent electrodes and treated
produce uniform planar (parallel to the plates) alignm
of the directorn̂ (the average molecular orientation). A
a critical valueVc of an applied ac voltage amplitude
fluctuations in the anisotropic conductivity resulting fro
fluctuations ofn̂ generate a local charge density sufficie
to drive a transition from a uniform state to a state w
spatial variation (Carr-Helfrich mechanism) [5]. A gre
variety of spatiotemporal structures is observed, includ
rolls [6,7], traveling waves [7–12], defect chaos [9,13
and chaos at onset [12].

In a theory of EC, the equations for the velocity fiel
the director field, the charge density, and the elec
field require at least 14 parameters [5]. Nonetheles
detailed linear stability analysis [2] of the model original
introduced by Helfrich [14] and subsequently developed
a number of authors (see Ref. [5] and references ther
quantitatively predicts bothVc and the initial wave vector
of the pattern. However, this model, which we will refer
as the standard model (SM), fails to predict the travelin
roll states (Hopf bifurcation), which are observed expe
mentally [7–12]. A number ofpossible reasons have
been suggested, including imperfect director alignm
and conductivity effects [2,3]; however, until the recen
introduced generalization of the SM, the weak-electrol
model (WEM) [15], no detailed theory has predicted t
existence of traveling rolls in EC.

In the SM, the dynamics of the velocity and direct
fields are governed by a generalized Navier-Stokes eq
tion and by equations for the director [2,5]. The dyna
ics of the charge density is governed by the continu
equation with the charge and current densities relate
the electric field by Gauss’ law and Ohm’s law. Expe
mental work on EC [11] using the NLC4-ethyl-2-fluoro-
40-[2-(trans-4-pentylcyclohexyl)-ethyl] biphenyl(I52) has
shown that the conductivity is not frequency independ
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as assumed. The WEM incorporates into the SM dis
ciation and recombination of the dopant [16,17], and
effects on the conductivity. These WEM effects are al
known to exist in other NLC’s [18].

The WEM reproduces the experimentally observ
dependence of the frequencyv of the pattern on the
anisotropyea  ek 2 e' of the dielectric constant, the
conductivity, and the cell thicknessd. The WEM in-
cludes a competition of two fields with different intrinsi
time scales, which is a common mechanism of Ho
bifurcations in pattern-forming systems [19,20]. Th
success of the WEM in explaining thelinear properties
of our system is especially important because there i
continuous oscillatory instability to spatiotemporal cha
[12]. In principle, it is possible to derivenonlinear
coupled complex Ginzburg-Landau equations from t
WEM and to compare their spatiotemporal properties w
the observed [12] spatiotemporal complexity. Usua
this is not possible for chaotic systems [21] because
primary bifurcation is backwards, because chaos occ
only after secondary bifurcations, or because the sys
size accessible to experiments is too small.

In the WEM, there are two ionic charge carrie
with charges6e [16], which are coupled through a
dissociation-recombination reaction for their number de
sities n1sx, td and n2sx, td [17], and the ionic species
have constant, possibly different, mobility tensorsm6

with principal values perpendicular and parallel ton̂,
m

6
', and m

6
k , respectively. Them

6
s',kd are defined in

terms of the ion’s steady-state velocities in a quiesc
fluid with an applied electric field,y6

s',kd  m
6
s',kdEs',kd.

The ratio mkym' is assumed to be the same for bo
species. The WEM expresses the total space-charge
sity rsx, td, which already appears in the SM asrsx, td 
efn1sx, td 2 n2sx, tdg. Unlike for the SM, the local con-
ductivity tensor is an additional variable with componen
given by sijsx, td  ssx, td fdij 1 ninjsmkym' 2 1dg,
whereni are the director components anddij is the Kro-
necker delta function. Heressx, td  efm1

'n1sx, td 1

m
2
'n2sx, tdg.
© 1996 The American Physical Society 319
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The WEM consists of two equations which coup
ssx, td andrsx, td plus the SM equations for̂n and fluid
velocity v. The new equations fors and r are given
in Ref. [15], and the SM equations are in Ref. [2]. T
charge density is coupled tôn and v as in the SM, and
ssx, td couples ton̂ andv via the conductivity tensor and
the advection term. The boundary conditions in the exp
ment are unknown, but using the frequency depende
of the capacitance we determined experimentally that
thickness of the charged boundary layers at the electro
is small compared tod. In this limit, the model is
insensitive to the boundary conditions [15].

The SM has two relevant time scales: a char
relaxation time tq  e0e'ys' and the director-
relaxation time td  g1d2yK11p2. Here e' is the
principal value of the dielectric-constant tensor p
pendicular to n̂, g1 is a typical viscosity,K11 is an
orientational elastic constant, ands' and sk are the
equilibrium principal values of the conductivity tenso
Typically, td is O s1 sd andtq is O s1023 sd. The WEM
has two additional time scales: a recombination ti
trec  1ys2krn0d for the dissociation-recombination rea
tion and a migration timetmig  d2yp2sm1

' 1 m
2
'dV s0d

for a charge to traverse the cell under an applied volt
V s0d which is of the order of the critical voltage fo
low external frequencies. Herekr is the recombination
rate of the ions,n0 is the equilibrium number densit
of either species of ions, andV s0d  pfK11ystqsadg1y2,
with sa  sk 2 s'. The SM is recovered in the limi
of trecytq ! 0 andtmigytq ! `.

In Ref. [15] the WEM was applied to rolls with thei
axes perpendicular tôn (normal rolls). For quantitative
comparison with the present experiment, we applied i
the more general case of rolls with a nonzero angleQ

between their wave vectors and the undistorted dire
(oblique rolls), where one also hasy components of̂n and
the velocity field which are already predicted by the S
With z perpendicular to the electrodes andx parallel to the
undistortedn̂, the fields of the WEM were expanded usin
a Galerkin expansion inz and a Fourier mode with wav
numbersq and p in the x and y directions, respectively
Proceeding as in [15], we arrive at an autonomous
of three ordinary differential equations (ODE’s) in (slow
time with real coefficients for the amplitude of the loc
deviation of the conductivity from its equilibrium value
Asstd, and for the amplitudes of the lowest-order mo
in the Galerkin expansion of the Fourier mode of thez
and y components of̂n, ns0d

z std, and n
s0d
y std, respectively.

The critical SM modeAnstd is a linear combination of
ns0d

z std andn
s0d
y std, and near threshold, the three ODE’s c

be further reduced systematically (restricting to the lin
part) to a2 3 2 normal form forAsstd andAnstd given by

ÙAs  lssRdAs 2 ã2Rsseffd
a ss'tdd21An ,

ÙAn 
Rs'

s
seffd
a td

µ
C

1 1 sbVtqd2

∂2

As 1 lnsRdAn ,

(1)
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where R  sVyV s0dd2 is the control parameter andV
the angular frequency of the applied voltage. The d
agonal coefficientslssRd  2t21

rec 2 t
21
d sRã2bdyf1 1

sbVtqd2g , 0 andlnsRd  eyt
SM
0 are the growth rates

of thes mode and the SM amplitude, respectively. He
e  RyRc 2 1 is the relative distance from thresholdRc,
t

SM
0 is the correlation time of the SM amplitude equatio

fO stddg, and b  fs1 1 eaye'd sqcdd2 1 spcdd2 1

1gyfs1 1 says'd sqcdd2 1 spcdd2 1 1g ø 0.85. The
dimensionless quantityC contains only SM quanti-
ties [15] and is of order unity for our experiment
[22]. The effective conductivity anisotropys

seffd
a ø

safb 2 eas'ysae'gyf1 1 sbVtqd2g is propor-
tional to the charge produced by the Carr-Helfrich mech
nism [5]. The decisive coupling which provides the Hop
mechanism is proportional tõa2  m

1
'm

2
'g1p2ysad2.

It drivesAs negative asAn grows, with the result thatAs

acts to retard the growth ofAn.
There are two main predictions of the WEM. Fo

sufficiently high mobilities and small recombination rate
there is a nonzero Hopf frequencyv at threshold (the
imaginary part of the growth rate of the2 3 2 equations
is nonzero for zero real part),v  ṽ

p
1 2 flssRcdyṽg2,

where

ṽ  C

µ
p

d

∂3 RcK11

1 1 sbVtqd2

s
m

1
'm

2
'

g1sa
. (2)

There is an upward shift ofRc relative to the SM
prediction. For nonzerov, the shift is

De 
Rc 2 RSM

c

RSM
c

 2tSM
0 lssRcd , (3)

which is generally less than 1%. Within the accurac
of the measured material parameters, the WEM predi
the SM values forVc and Q which generally agree with
experiment [2].

The apparatus [11] consisted of a computer-controll
imagining system, temperature-control stage with a stab
ity of 61 mK and range up to 60±C, and electronics for
applying the ac voltage and measuring the conductivity
the cells. The voltage amplitude ranged up to 40 V a
frequencyVy2p from 10 to 200 Hz. Planar alignmen
was obtained with a rubbed polyimide film which was sp
coated onto the transparent electrodes of indium-tin oxi
The I52 was doped with 2% by weight molecular iodin
[23]. Usually,d was28 6 2 mm, uniform to60.5 mm.
The frequency dependence of the measured conductivi
was consistent with predictions of the WEM [24].

We measured the critical voltageVc, the angle Q

between the wave vector and the undisturbedn̂, and the
Hopf frequencyv as a function ofV. The e resolution
was 0.001. For eache, v was determined from a time
series of small (9d 3 9d about2.5td apart) images, and
a largers46d 3 46dd image was used to measureQ. For
each single image we computed the spatial power spect
Sskd, and for each time series we computedSsk, vd.
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For Sskd, there were two pairs of peaks corresponding
coexisting zig and zag rolls (states with angleu andp 2

u, respectively). ForSsk, vd, there were four pairs o
peaks corresponding to right- and left-traveling zig and z
rolls. We averagedQ  tan21spyqd of the two modes,
where the componentsq andp of k were determined from
the first moment of the relevant peak inSskd. We used the
averagev of the four degenerate traveling rolls comput
from an average of the relevant peaks inSsk, vd.

We determinedVc using the total power under th
relevant pairs of peaks inSskd andSsk, vd. The transition
is forward, i.e., nonhysteretic and continuous [12], a
Sskd and Ssk, vd yielded the same results forVc. Both
Q and v were determined as a function ofe, and the
value obtained by extrapolating toe  0 was compared
with theory.

A meaningful test of the WEM requires know
edge of the following SM parameters: the thr
elastic constants sK11, K22, K33d, six viscosities
sa1, a2, a3, a4, a5, a6d, s', sk, e', ek, and d.

In addition, two new parameters
q

m
1
'm

2
' and lssRcd

are needed. The requirement that the WEM recovers
correct SM prediction forVc and Q sets an upper limit
on lssRcd from jlssRcdjtSM

0 ø 1. The SM parameters
were all determined [25] from literature values, indepe
dent measurements, and by fitting our results forVc and
Q for all six temperatures. Typical examples of the fi
are shown in Fig. 1.

Both t
SM
0 and2pyṽ areO s1 sd, so jlssRcdjtSM

0 ø 1
implies flssRcdyṽg2 ø 1. Therefore, v ø ṽ and is
computed using Eq. (2) with only one adjustable p

rameter,
q

m
1
'm

2
' [25], for each temperature. The in

creased discrepancy (up to 15%) at the lower temperat

FIG. 1. Critical rms voltage amplitudeVc, and angleQ of
the wave vector with respect tôn, as a function of the dimen
sionless applied frequencyVtq. Heretq  e0e'ys'. (a) Vc
for T  30 ±C (circles, solid line) and 45±C (diamonds, dashed
line). The symbols (lines) are the experimental (theoretical)
sult. TheVtq ! 0 limit is used to determine the temperatu
dependence ofsays' [25]. (b) Q for T  45 ±C. The tem-
perature dependence ofQ is relatively weak.
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[Fig. 2(a)] is related primarily to experimental uncertain
ties in the very small measured conductivity. For most
the data, experiment and theory agree to within 5% ofv.
Since the SM prediction isv  0 [not shown on the scale
used in Figs. 2(a) or 2(b)], we regard this as quantitati
support for the WEM.

The WEM captures a number of features of th
experiment which are independent of the uncertaint
in the material parameters. Both in the model and
the experiment, theV dependence ofv is determined
mostly byea. For ea , 0 sT , 60 ±Cd v increases with
V, and forea ø 0 sT  60 ±Cd it is essentially constant
[see Figs. 2(a) and 2(b)]. In addition, the model predic
v ~ s

21y2
' d23. The correct dependence on temperatu

in Figs. 2(a) and 2(b) reflects thes
21y2
' scaling (s'

varies by factor of 5 over the temperature range30 #

T # 60 ±C). Figure 2(c) compares results from a 28mm
cell with those from a 57mm cell, both at 50±C. We find
the expected scaling withd for high values ofV. In the
WEM, the decrease ofv to zero for the thicker cell occurs
when ṽ becomes of orderls and depends on the value
of trec. Further work is needed to test the theory in th
regime, since an extremely fine tuning oftrec is required
to match the experiment.

The evidence presented here strongly supports the c
clusion that the WEM has captured the main mechani
of the Hopf bifurcation in EHC which was missing in th
SM. In both the models, the charge density (which

FIG. 2. Hopf frequencyv as a function ofVtq. The SM
predictionv  0 is well below the bottom of (a) and (b). The
abrupt change of slope in the theoretical curves of (a) and
corresponds to the Lifshitz point. (a)T  30 ±C (circles), 35±C
(squares), and 40±C (triangles). (b)T  45 ±C (diamonds),
50±C (triangles), and 60±C (circles). Lines correspond to the
WEM. (c) vs1y2d3 as a function ofVtq for d  28 mm and
s'  8.5 3 1029 V21 m21 (triangles) and ford  57 mm
ands'  1.1 3 1028 V21 m21 (circles), both atT  50 ±C.
321
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proportional toAn for tqytd ø 1) drives the instability
via the electrical volume force. As discussed earlier,
coupling ofAn to As in the WEM provides an additiona
stabilizing mechanism which is not present in the SM. T
stabilizing mechanism is responsible for the Hopf bifurc
tion provided that the time scale for the feedback is su
ciently slow. The interplay between a primary instabili
mechanism and a slower stabilizing mechanism seem
be a common feature of pattern-forming systems show
a Hopf bifurcation. In thermal convection in a binary flu
with a negative separation ratio, the concentration field
slow and provides the stabilizing mechanism which cou
teracts the buoyancy-driven instability [19]. In therm
convection in a NLC withn̂ aligned with the tempera-
ture gradient, the slow director field provides the stabil
ing mechanism [20].
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